Discriminative BoW framework for mobile landmark recognition.
This paper proposes a new soft bag-of-words (BoW) method for mobile landmark recognition based on discriminative learning of image patches. Conventional BoW methods often consider the patches/regions in the images as equally important for learning. Amongst the few existing works that consider the discriminative information of the patches, they mainly focus on selecting the representative patches for training, and discard the others. This binary hard selection approach results in underutilization of the information available, as some discarded patches may still contain useful discriminative information. Further, not all the selected patches will contribute equally to the learning process. In view of this, this paper presents a new discriminative soft BoW approach for mobile landmark recognition. The main contribution of the method is that the representative and discriminative information of the landmark is learned at three levels: patches, images, and codewords. The patch discriminative information for each landmark is first learned and incorporated through vector quantization to generate soft BoW histograms. Coupled with the learned representative information of the images and codewords, these histograms are used to train an ensemble of classifiers using fuzzy support vector machine. Experimental results on two different datasets show that the proposed method is effective in mobile landmark recognition.